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Message from our Chair
Well it‟s September already, in a normal year we
would have been showing our produce, flowers and
crafts at this time. I hope, however, that you are
enjoying the fruits of your labour over the last few
months. This has been (and continues to be) a
challenging time for us all with the changing rules of
shielding, social distancing ,masks or not, etc, etc.
We, as a Committee have had to put our Plans for the
year on hold & concentrate on making the allotments
a safe place for our Plot holders so that we could
remain open. We are very pleased to open the shops
on both sites which are now ‟Covid Compliant‟ and we
are now able to replenish stock and income which is
badly needed as the Show was cancelled too. Please
show your support for the Society by utilising the
goods in the shop which are sold below the normal
retail price, we will increase the variety and stock as
we move forward.
I would like to pay tribute to the other members of
the Committee who have gone above and beyond
what may have been expected in this crisis and the
hard work of our Volunteers in the shops. Thank you
all.
I hope that you will all enjoy another excellent
Newsletter, a great success I think this year and
thanks to Dawn for leading on this.
John Turner
Chair

Thank you so much to Jon Lee for proof reading and to
all that contributed to this months newsletter,
especially to Julia and Wendy for judging the allotment
competition and Robin for judging the newcomers and
taking some fantastic photos of our plots, you can visit
our website for more about the allotments and our
Society.
If you would like to contribute to the newsletter I now
have my own email address:
newsletter@baildonhort.co.uk, I look forward to
hearing from you.
Dawn Tinsley

http://www.baildonhort.btck.co.uk/

10 September 1920

Judging the Allotments at Charlestown and Thompson
By Wendy Tonks and Julia Donoghue
It has been a strange few months for the
country, but lockdown has given many people
time to spend on their allotments & highlighted
the enormous benefits of being able to exercise
whilst growing healthy food for the table. It was
thus with a sense of eager anticipation we set
off to judge the results of your hard work.
We met Charlotte at the Charlestown
Allotments, on a lovely summers day with
sunshine & a cooling breeze, observing social
distancing at all times as we methodically
viewed over 80 allotments at Charlestown and
8 plots at Thompson Lane. Without Charlotte‟s
help at Charlestown we would have struggled to
find the individual plots in such a labyrinth of
paths, sheds and greenhouses.
We used the RHS scoring system looking at:
variety of vegetables, fruit, herbs and flowers,
plot cleanliness, absence of weeds and litter,
maximising use of space, evidence of
composting, evidence of water conservation,
encouragement of wildlife, and something
different to demonstrate individuality and
imaginative lay out. Initially we each scored
individually and were pleased that our results
were very similar and we then the reviewed the
top scorers together before reaching our final
decision.
We explored all the allotments thoroughly,
weaving around numerous beds of plants and
down small paths overhung with an abundance

of produce. Capably assisted by Charlotte, we
rose to the challenge of puzzling out the plot
number system. We were very impressed by
the large number of allotments growing a
great variety of flourishing plants in well
maintained plots. Many were full to capacity
with a combination of thriving vegetables,
beautiful summer flowers and delicious fruit which looked very enticing but we managed to
resist the temptation of doing a taste test! We
were kept busy counting water butts and
compost bins and searching out plants that
attract wildlife, nesting boxes and insect
houses. We looked for evidence of recycling
e.g. using tyres as raised beds and use of
sustainable materials rather than plastic. We
enjoyed finding small ponds teeming with
wildlife and admired well-kept greenhouses
and sheds many of which were imaginatively
decorated.
The variety of produce was immense from
staple allotment regulars such as potatoes,
leeks and beetroot, through lovely flowers to
exotic grapevines and we got many ideas to
take back to our own gardens.
It would seem that lockdown has brought out
the best in the allotment owners of Baildon,
we were impressed, many congratulations to
the winners in a very tight competition.
Judging was such good fun! An amazing,
inspirational experience.

Hut imaginatively decorated.

Echinops – good source of nectar for
bees and seeds for finches.

Reel upcycled

Homemade hedgehog home - clover left uncut
for bees.

Pond - good for wildlife and has shallow side to allow creatures to escape.

Hut with tub for collecting water when it rains.

Insect Hotel

Full and immaculate
beds.

Animal friendly, long lasting netting – stockists – Wilko.
Old bath used for courgettes

Tidy greenhouse packed
with produce.
Home from home – an abundance of nectar rich flowers

Borage – an excellent source of nectar.

Teasle – a good source of food for
bees in summer and birds especially
finches in winter.

Some might consider this a weed but Chenopodium (Fat hen, Goosefoot) is
a good source of food for seed loving birds in the winter.

Hotel Jeremy! The dilapidated hut!

Log pile.

Lots of colour!
Grow your own environmentally friendly loofah panscrub!
Judging was such good fun! An amazing, inspiration experience.
Thank you for asking us.
Wendy Tonks and Julia Donoghue

This year‟s BHS Show may have been cancelled but it‟s been busier than ever on the
allotments. The plots remained open throughout lockdown as gardening was
considered vital to mental health and physical well-being. All the plot-holders have
faced incredible challenges this year but their hard work & commitment have certainly
paid off and the worthy winners of the 2020 Allotments Competitions have been
announced.
Congratulations to: Dawn Tinsley & Lesley Stephens for their plot at Charlestown &
Karen Bye for her plot at Thompson Lane, this year‟s competition was sponsored by
Baildon Town Council. 2nd & 3rd prize was sponsored by Baildon Horticultural Society,
2nd prize went to Chris Dearnley at Thompson Lane & Shirley McTurk at Charlestown.
3rd prize went to Claire Thompson at Thompson Lane & Rachel Lee at Charlestown.
A prize for best newcomer was introduced this year and sponsored by the society
president John Cole this was awarded to Dale Holgate for his plot at Charlestown.

Well done to all! Everyone has worked really hard to maintain their plots whilst
adhering to new restrictions & guidelines.
Friendships have been forged and a sense of camaraderie has also emerged during
this difficult time. All this…and a tasty plate of home-grown food too!
Visit our website for more photos and details of the competition winners. You‟ll also
find tasty recipes, gardening tips, upcoming events, Society news and information on
the benefits becoming a BHS member for only £3 per year.
http://www.baildonhort.btck.co.uk/
Robin Weedon, Publicity Officer

Benefits of the
No Dig Method
No-dig is the practice of adding nutrients
through a layer of mulch – well rotted
compost or manure – to the surface of
soil rather than digging in. As nature
attests when you see leaf litter vanish in
woodland over winter, soil organisms will
incorporate organic matter into the soil
for you. Not digging also helps protect
natural structure created by fungi,
worms and other life. Allowing your soil
to live increases the amount of nutrients
available to plants to the point you do
not need to fertilise, only top up with
organic matter each year. Again, like
organic gardening so many gardeners
now do this, proving it works. I
personally am not completely against
some digging very occasionally, such as
small scale to plant things or dig out
potatoes because this slight disturbance
also happens naturally in the wild. Keep
it to a minimum though because not
digging also protects homes of soil
dwellers like solitary bees. Go no dig and
you will see the soil life and plant
vibrancy improve quickly.
I‟ve been using the no dig method for
two years now and recommend for so
many reasons. It provides a rich soil to
grow in, & is an excellent way to clear a
weed-infested growing area. In principle,

you are not disrupting the soil life, the
important micro-organisms, fungi and
worms that help feed plant roots. You‟ll
need a large quantity of organic matter.
You can use home-made compost,
leafmould, well-rotted manure, green
waste compost or even bagged peat-free
compost.

To create a new bed:
First cut down tall weed foliage to ground
level.
Lay sheets of light-excluding material, (I
use cardboard) so the ground‟s completely
covered. (The aim is to exclude the light
so weeds can't grow), do not use plastic
or
carpet. Modern carpets are treated with
chemicals and dyes that will poison the
soil.
Now put a deep layer of organic mulch. I
use homemade compost but you can use
rotted manure, leaves, straw, grass
mowings or a mix of them all, as long as
it‟s more than 15 to 20 cms thick.
If you use a horticultural membrane then
put the mulch under, not over it. Either
way, make sure that no light can
penetrate down into the soil.

In both instances, wait for 6 months at
least for the weeds to die down and the
soil organisms to do their work. Be
patient! It can take up to a year to
completely weaken weeds, especially
those with deep and extensive roots like
bindweed, horsetail and dock. The soil
will become so rich that you‟ll be able to
pull roots out easily.

For an area that’s already
cultivated ready to plant:
Apply and firm down at least 15 cms or
more of an organic, well decomposed
mulch, you don‟t need to dig it, as the
worms will rise to the mulch, eat and
digest it, creating a rich and welltextured soil.
You can plant or sow direct into the
surface compost, just as you would
normally. You will find there are less

weeds to hoe and are easy to deal with in
the soft surface. The soil beneath is firm
but not compacted, as the undisturbed
soil develop a honeycomb of small air
passages, perfect for plant root
penetration.
To sow seeds, use a rake to prepare a
soft crumbly surface and a trowel to
remove any weed regrowth through
mulches. Annual weeds will die within 2
to 3 months; but perennials can take up
to a year. Only bindweed and horsetail
will survive, but they become noticeably
weaker.

Ongoing maintenance involves annual applications of just 5 cms or so of
compost or manure on a bed of
cardboard. This should be applied ideally
in the autumn, when crops are cleared,
or in spring on beds where winter crops
have been grown, worms love cardboard
and will happily incorporate it into the
soil.
Dawn Tinsley

How to make your own wormery
Wormeries, or worm composters, use
special composting worms to turn kitchen
waste into nutrient-dense compost and
liquid fertiliser. They don‟t smell, take up
very little space, and are a great way to
introduce children to the wonders of
worms.

Bottom. Once a tray is full, the holes
enable worms to migrate up into a new
tray, so that compost from the vacated
tray can then be harvested.
Making a Wormery:

How a Wormery Works:
A wormery is typically made up of at
least two compartments. The bottom
compartment collects the liquid, which
can be drained off to use as liquid feed
for your plants. The top compartment is
where the worms live and where you‟ll
put your kitchen scraps to feed them.
This is also where your compost, or worm
castings, will be made. A lid keeps
everything from drying out or becoming
flooded by rain showers.
Two compartments will work, but using a
third compartment makes it easier to
collect the worm compost.
Holes in the bottom of both the middle
and top trays ensure that the liquid
produced by the worms can percolate
down into the collection tray at the

Choose trays or boxes to make your
wormery with. We‟re using plastic boxes
about 16x20in (40x50cm) and fairly
shallow at just 8in (20cm) deep. You‟ll also
need a simple plastic faucet or water
barrel tap, a drill and drill bits, and a lid for
the top tray.

Once you‟ve added your worms, add a
layer of kitchen waste – no more than a
couple of inches to start with. You can also
add a layer of hessian to keep them extra
snug. Wait a week before adding any more
food, so give the worms time to settle into
their new home.
Worms like moist, warm conditions, so keep
your wormery somewhere shady and as
close to room temperature as you can.
They don‟t like to be frozen, so move the
wormery indoors for winter – into a garage,
outbuilding or utility room is ideal.
Looking After Your Composting Worms:
Add food a little at a time to the top of the
compost. Avoid adding too much food at
any one time, as this risks creating an odor
that will attract flies.
You‟ll need some worms of course. Don‟t
be tempted to use worms from the
Garden, order them online.
So let‟s assemble the wormery, starting
with the bottom tray. Carefully cut out or
drill a hole to snugly fit the thread of the
faucet. Fit it as low as possible in the
tray so that liquid isn‟t left at the bottom
when you drain it off. Screw it tightly
into position then secure with the back
nut. You can raise the wormery up on
bricks to make it easier to drain off the
liquid into a container.
Drill quarter-inch holes approximately
every two inches, right across the
bottom of both top trays. Drill a single
row of holes near the top of the two
trays at the same size and spacing.
These holes will help to improve airflow,
creating a healthier environment.
Now‟s the fun part – time to add your
worms! Start with a three-inch layer of
bedding material. You can use compost
or coir fibre, dampened a little to make it
nice and comfortable for your worms.

The worms will digest any vegetable kitchen
scraps, including coffee grounds, that you‟d
normally add to compost, but avoid meat or
animal products such as cheese which can
attract flies. Go easy on citrus peel and
alliums like onion and garlic too, as large
amounts will make conditions too acidic for
your worms. You can also add small
amounts of weeds and leaves, as well as
shredded, non-glossy newspaper or torn-up
cardboard.
Once the top tray‟s full, swap it round with
the empty middle tray and start filling that
instead. The worms will migrate up through
the holes to where the food is, leaving the
full tray empty of worms and ready for
collection. Repeat this process each time
the active tray becomes full up.
Using Worm Compost and Worm Wee:
Drain the liquid off from the bottom tray
whenever it collects. This nutritious liquid,
often known as worm tea or worm wee, is a
super potion for your plants. Stir one part
of the liquid into ten parts water before
Using.
written by Benedict Vanheems

Save the British
hedgehog.
Hedgehogs in Britain have officially been put
on the conservation Red List as „vulnerable
to extinction‟. They‟re just one reason why
it‟s vital we record and monitor wildlife,
ensuring we spot changes while there‟s time
to act. Rabbits, too, although not a species
of conservation concern, have declined by
almost two-thirds since 1995. We can‟t
afford to take wildlife for granted.
We‟ve run Mammals on Roads for 20 years,
building a picture of how wildlife is changing.
If you‟re driving somewhere with a
passenger, you can help us. A new app this
year, collects counts of wildlife (dead or
alive) that can tell us about the wider
population and, over time, how their
numbers are changing.
The app‟s available from the App
Store and Google Play. If you‟re travelling in
the months ahead, please help us record
and monitor the wild mammals of Britain
and ensure we don‟t lose them.
Thank you for all your support.
David Wembridge,
Mammal Surveys Coordinator
Deborah found two abandoned baby hogs at
Charlestown which I took to HERBY Rescue
in Bingley. Stella hand fed Monty and Percy
and I‟ve now safely released them back to
Charlestown.
Hedgehogs are one of our best friends as
they eat slugs but sadly many hedgehogs
are killed by slug pellets every year.

Generally, there are two main types of slug
poison ingredients that can be used in slug
pellets. These are Methiocarb & Metaldehyde,
both are poisonous to slugs but work in
different ways.
Methiocarb has been banned in many
countries. That should give you an insight
into how dangerous it is to use. The chemical
Methiocarb works by causing slugs to swell
up and die but also kills other beneficial
friendly insect such as earthworms.
Metaldehyde is a contact poison that works
to protect garden plants by damaging slug
mucus cells and causing them to release
excessive amounts of slime to the point they
eventually dehydrate and die. A ban on slug
pellets containing Metaldehyde was
announced in 2018 but then overturned 12
months later. Whilst the ban has been
overturned, the general consensus is that
they are still not a safe method for pest
control.
Dawn Tinsley

A Message from our President
The View from 21 Oakroyd Terrace
This is a bit of an update of how I am getting on.
Physically I am pretty well although I did fall off
my bike last Sunday (braked too sharply - went
over the handlebars and bruised several ribs) .
Ribs still a bit sore – but otherwise I have been
fine. Spiritually I am not as buoyant as I was six
years ago but Covid-19, lock-down and the state
of the nation are not hugely encouraging. I
have not given up on politics but if, for the
moment, I cannot undo all the damage being
done by the government then I feel I need to
look to do a small “good deed” every day. At
the age of 76 I am finally moving into “Boy Scout
Mode”.

the days when I was a rough gardener. (I missed
out on the Lady Chatterley). I have taken up the
hedge clippers once again and clip the hedges for
them hence claiming my good deed for the day.
(I find rough gardening therapeutic).
As some of you know, I am a trustee at the Nell
Bank Outdoor Education Centre that is in Ilkley.
Over this week-end four intrepid walkers
undertook a sponsored walk for the charity that
supports the Centre. “Sponsored walk” hardly
does it credit, for what they set out to do was to
walk the Three Peaks twice round within twenty
four hours. The Three Peaks is a tough
challenge - twenty five miles of walking with
three ascents to over 2,000 feet. These four
“intrepid walkers” (i.e. “madmen”) challenged
themselves to conquer the circuit twice within
twenty four hours.
Another trustee – Peter Hill – and I volunteered
to be the Saturday morning back-up that meant
being at Ribblehead at 1.30am and Chapel Le
Dale at 4.00am. Our task was to provide hot
coffee and moral support as they went round the
first circuit. Unfortunately the weather was
horrendous with frequent squalls of torrential
rain. The walkers described how a modest
stream with stepping stones for gentle crossing
had become a raging torrent with no stepping
stones in sight. They simply had to wade
through. I expected them to jack it in, but they
are incredibly resilient and toughed it out. They
completed the double circuit in twenty hours and
have earned my undying admiration. Over
£2,000 has been raised and that might get close
to £3,000.

On the allotment I am a beans specialist. For
some reason my dwarf French beans have been
rubbish this year – most disappointing. However
the climbing beans have been vigorous and are
about to crop heavily. I have sourced a supply
of bags and shall be bagging up loads and
distributing to neighbours & the local community
centre.
Some of my neighbours in Oakroyd Terrace have
privet hedges that that they never seem to cut.
Cutting grass and hedges used to be me forte in

I continue to walk the whippet Olive. She has
been suffering bad health, perhaps a canine
gastroenteritis if there is such a thing. As a
whippet she was thin to start with but has lost
weight and become a lethargic bag of bones.
Like me, her owners were considering having her
put to sleep but this last week, as a final fling,
she has been on a course of steroids in addition
to the antibiotics. The results have been very
positive and she is a happier, more lively dog. I
only hope this can be maintained and I look
forward to walking her later today.
My daughter Laura and her partner Miles were up
visiting Yorkshire last week. Due to lock-down
restrictions we were not able to have a meal

together but we did go for an extended walk
on Baildon Moor – a sort of trip down
memory lane for Laura. As is usually the
case we had some good conversations
together one of the topics being to question
whether this country has become too
obsessed with remembrance. At times it
seems to me that governments and the media
have been turning the UK (England in
particular) into an extended nostalgia theme
park with too many people looking back
through rose-tinted spectacles to a
misremembered past. Nevertheless it was
lovely to be with them both. Fingers crossed
and we might have a meal together at
Christmas.
I miss singing with the Airedale Male Voice
choir although the choir has been having
“virtual” gatherings on Tuesday evenings.
The latter were put in place only after I had
already joined a Tuesday evening bridge
competition so I have missed the singing and
have played bridge online. I only hope that
when the pandemic is over and hopefully we
are all vaccinated and into a more normal new
-normal that the choir will gather again and
continue. It would be sad if the pandemic
killed it off.
From time to time I have picked up some
new jokes and made a point of circulating
these. Some of these are a bit near the bone
so I have tried to avoid offending those of
you with purer thoughts than me. Can I
count that as “a good deed”. Perhaps a bit
borderline.
The Baildon Farmers' Market functions on a
4th Saturday and I went along to do some
shopping. The fish van has good catches and
having purchased two magnificent salmon
fillets the stall-holder (it was almost closing
time) threw in a chunk of his own smoked
salmon as a freebie. I enjoyed that last night
as my evening meal along with boiled rice and
green beans off the allotment. Very simple
but absolutely wonderful. Eat your heart out,
Escoffier.
My Best Wishes to all of you.
Stay Safe – Stay Bright

John Cole

Recycled Canes
Now is the time to cut back fruited canes to

ground level after harvesting, without leaving
a stub. Select the strongest young canes,
around six to eight per plant, and tie them in
10-15cm (4-6in) apart along a support.
Remove the remaining young stems at
ground level.
Summer Raspberry canes are extremely
woody and don’t compost too well so why not
put them to good use and make some canes
for next years peas.

Dawn Tinsley

FIGS
There is nothing quite like the taste of a fresh fig, picked straight from the tree. If the sun
happens to be shining at the time and the weather is lovely and warm, so much the better!
Outside and planted in the ground, fig trees can
grow extremely large, making picking the crop
something of a challenge; and unless the roots
have been contained in some manner, that crop
can be much diminished. Enter…fig trees in
pots! By definition, their roots are contained
and being in pots, the trees can be kept to a
size which makes picking the fruit, very easy
indeed.
When bought from a nursery or on-line, trees
will tend to come in smallish pots and it is
tempting to re-pot into a much larger one,
giving the roots plenty of space in which to
grow. However, if the roots have too much space, this will stimulate foliage growth at the
expense of fruit – not a good idea! So, resist the temptation and choose a pot no bigger than
12” to start with. Plant in John Innes No.3, re-potting every two years into a pot 2” larger each
time.
The most common fig bought and grown in
the UK is „Brown Turkey‟. When ripe, the fruits
are a purple/brown and the flesh inside is a
lovely deep red. My „Brown Turkey‟ was
bought a few years ago now, as a „standard‟
tree. I had it in a pot at home and it was kept
outside all year, the variety being quite hardy.
Over time, it became quite leggy, so last year
I decided to give it a prune. Pruning requires a
discipline which, on that day, I failed to heed,
so by the time I had finished, the tree was a
shadow of its former self! I really thought I had gone too far and did wonder if the tree would
survive…
When I got my polytunnel a couple of years ago, I bought 3 more fig trees - „Madeleine des deux
Saisons‟, „Violette de Bordeaux‟ and „Brunswick‟- and to these, I added my now denuded „Brown
Turkey‟. The three new ones, all produced fruit last year, just a few per tree; the „Brown Turkey‟
I think, was still in shock and remained
fruitless!
March this year, saw me poring over my
gardening books and searching the
internet, looking for tips on how to prune
figs – properly this time! I re-potted all
four into slightly larger pots and as the
year has progressed, each one has put
on new growth – even my „Brown
Turkey‟!

You will never see fig blossom, the flowers being
enclosed within what becomes the fruit! Figs can
mature early, from pea-sized fruit set the previous
year, although the main crop will be produced on
wood formed in the current year. Known as the
„Breba‟ crop, the early fruits will be ready before
the main crop. In the picture you can clearly see
four figs growing on last year‟s mature wood, with
tiny embryos of
the main crop
growing in the
leaf axils. The
example
illustrated is
„Madeleine des
Deux Saisons‟,
a French variety
which, as its name suggests, produces two crops in a year.
We have already harvested the 15 or so fruits of the early
crop and I am hopeful that some of this year‟s crop will also
ripen in time. In their natural habitat, fig trees can produce
two crops per year but this is unusual in the UK.
In order to stimulate the main crop, you should pinch out the tips of new growth after a branch
has formed five or six leaves. Pinched shoots „bleed‟ a milky fluid
which is latex and this will seal the wound after a short time. It
seems as though this latex can be an irritant, although I have
never had a problem, other
than its stickiness!
So, how do things stand at
the moment? After its
drastic pruning, „Brown
Turkey‟ has put on a
tremendous amount of
growth, as you can see
from the picture, some of
which I have pruned out to
direct the tree‟s energy into
slightly fewer branches. The
tree is covered in fruit and
some of this is now turning
from immature green, to a
more yellowish colour.
These will be ready in early
Autumn and by that time
will have turned brown. A
gentle squeeze will test
whether the fruit is soft enough to eat. You may also see a
drop of nectar at the bottom of the ripe fruit, which is
another sign that it is ready to pick.
The second crop of fruits are swelling nicely on

„Madeleine des Deux Saisons‟ so maybe a second crop will be possible!
„Violette de Bordeaux‟ has been a little disappointing in terms of fruit production this year
but it has put on a huge amount of new growth since I re-potted it. I have pinched out
some of these shoots, not to stimulate fruit as I don‟t think there is sufficient time for these
to mature but to keep the tree a manageable size!
„Brunswick‟ has produced a good crop of olive
green/purple fruits but one or two of these have
dropped off, suggesting that I need to water it
more regularly. Interestingly, its pot is smaller
than that of „Violette de Bordeaux‟, so this may
have encouraged fruit production rather than
foliage.
Container grown figs do need regular watering and
once the fruits set, weekly feeding as well. I use
ordinary tomato food.
In terms of specific problems, figs can be attacked
by scale insects, as well as the dreaded red spider
mites, which have caused my nectarine tree all
sorts of problems this year. I haven‟t seen any
evidence of spider mite on my fig trees, although
when treating my nectarine with the predatory
mite, Phytoseiulus persimilis, a few weeks ago, I sprinkled some on the foliage of the figs,
just in case!
I know allotment holders never have enough space, either outside or inside. However, if
you can squeeze a potted fig tree into your polytunnel or greenhouse, you won‟t be
disappointed! They are self-fertile so you only need to plant one to get fruit; and of course,
if you are feeling too bashful to really get into the swing of World Naked Gardening Day, on
the first Saturday of May each year, you will have plenty of lovely fig leaves to cover your
nether regions!

Chris Dearnley
Plots 11E & 11W
Thompson Lane
September 2020

There are lots of jobs to do in the
garden this month.

Deadhead your penstemons, dahlias, and
roses to keep flowers coming.

Net ponds now before autumn leaf fall
gets underway to reduce the amount of
debris entering the water.

Divide herbaceous perennials as the
weather cools and water in the new
divisions well.

Clean out cold frames and greenhouses
ahead of autumn sowing and growing.

Prune any late-summer flowering shrubs,
such
as the rock rose (helianthemum).

Plant spring-flowering bulbs now, such
as daffodils, crocus and hyacinths, for
glorious colour next year.

In the flower garden

Prune climbing roses and rambling roses
once they've finished flowering (unless
they are repeat-flowering varieties, in
which case leave them until later in the
year).

Continue to feed and deadhead
hanging-basket and container plants they will often keep going until the first
frosts.

Keep camellias and rhododendrons well
watered at this time of year to ensure that
next year's buds develop well.
Keep deadheading annuals and
perennials to extend their performance.

In the vegetable garden
Keep harvesting crops. If you have a
glut of fruit and veg try freezing, drying,
pickling, and storing so that you can
benefit from them later on. For a little
inspiration, check out our recipes page
for ideas on what to make with your
produce.

Help pumpkins ripen in time for
Halloween by removing any leaves
shadowing the fruits. Raise pumpkins and
squashes off the ground to prevent

Pinch out the tips of outdoor cordon
tomato plants to concentrate the plant's
energy into producing ripe fruits.
Harvest sweetcorn. To test if it‟s ready,
pinch a kernel - it will release a milky
sap when ripe. If the kernels are starchy
you've left it too late, if they're watery
they need a little longer to ripen.
Pull or cut off the foliage of maincrop
potatoes at ground level three weeks
before lifting them. This will prevent
blight spores infecting the tubers as you
lift them and help to firm the skins of
the potatoes.
Spread newly dug potatoes out to dry
for a few hours before storing them in a
cool, dark place. Store them in paper or
hessian sacks, as this will allow the crop
to breathe while it‟s in storage. Only
store undamaged, disease-free tubers one rotten potato can ruin your whole
crop!

rotting. Place them on a piece of slate or
wood.
Keep feeding and watering French and
runner beans to make the most of them.
Continue harvesting little and often to
prevent them setting seed.
Cut bean and pea plants away at ground
level when they have finished cropping.
Leave the roots which will slowly release
nitrogen back into the soil as they break
down.
Start the autumn cleanup. Remove any
old crops that have finished and clear
away weeds to leave your plot clean and
tidy for the winter.

Cover your brassicas with netting to
prevent birds making a meal out of them.
Robin Weedon

The Wonder of Honey
Honey, as everyone knows, is made from
nectar. When the honey bee visits nectar
producing plants she uses her proboscis
(tongue) as a drinking straw to suck the
nectar into a special storage sac.
Enzymes from her honey sac get to work
straight away to break the complex
sugars (sucrose) into simple sugars
(glucose and fructose) in a process called
inversion. Having visited 100 or more
flowers she returns to the hive and
passes the nectar from mouth to mouth
to a house bee. This system is called
trophallaxis. Each receiver bee then
continues this inversion process inside its
own honey sac.
Nectar brought into the hive may contain
up to 80 per cent water. The reliever bee
sets to work to reduce this water content
to stop the honey fermenting. She does
this by bringing a drop of nectar up from
her honey sac to her proboscis and exposes it to the air, repeating this dozens
of times until the water content has
evaporated down to 17 percent. This tiny
drop of honey is then placed in a cell and
when the cell is full another bee comes
along and seals it with beeswax so it can
be safely stored until needed. In this
state the honey can be stored indefinitely.
Honey has always been esteemed for its
healing properties and modern medicine
is beginning to catch up with older
wisdom, making honey the subject of
ongoing medical research. Unprocessed
honey is unique by having antibacterial,
antiviral, antioxidant, antifungal and
anti-inflammatory properties. It really is
a super-food!
Unfortunately, the very properties that
make honey so delicious and valuable
lead to it being one of the most
adulterated foodstuffs on earth. (Other
well-known degraded foodstuffs include

olive oil, spices and wine). It suffers from
exploitive production processes and
widespread commercial treatments which
destroy much of its nutritional value and
active constituents. This includes
blending honey from many sources,
bulking out with cheap sweetners such as
corn syrup, pasteurising, which damages
precious enzymes and amino acids and
micro-filtration which removes
nutritionally important pollen because
they cause “commercially undesirable”
crystallisation. Filtering out pollens also
removes the DNA of honey which makes
its origins impossible to trace. Buying
raw, local honey will always ensure you
get the real thing.
September is an exciting time for
Yorkshire beekeepers as that‟s when they
harvest some of their precious honey. Of
course we only take the surplus and leave
most of it for our beloved bees to keep
them going over winter. More about the
honey harvest next month (fingers
crossed for an Indian Summer and a
bountiful crop).
Louise Mallinson

Most of us will have a plentiful supply of
runner beans at the end of the summer. You
can make it in large quantities if you have a
glut of runner beans and freeze it in
containers. You can add other veg you have
too much of such as kale to make it extra
healthy. I made this with ham stock but you
can use chicken or vegetable stock.

Runner Bean and Mint Soup

Ingredients
Large knob of Butter
2 large onions
4 cloves of garlic
1 kilo runner beans
2 medium potatoes
2 carrots
Handful of garden mint – leaves only
Lots of oregano
Half to one litre of stock depending on how thick you want the soup
Salt and black pepper
Method
Top, tail and de-string the runner beans.
In a large pan, cook the onions in the butter for 5 minutes then add the rest of the chopped
up veg and sweat over a low heat for another 10 minutes with the lid on. Add the mint and
oregano and other herbs such as parsley if you like. Add the stock and bring to the boil.
Simmer for about half an hour.
Puree in a blender in small quantities then pass through a sieve or colander to remove any
fibres from the beans. Test for seasoning and garnish with chopped mint, parsley and a swirl
of cream and serve with crusty bread. It‟s also nice topped with crisply fried bacon.

Louise Mallinson
Ingredients
200 grams raspberries
3 tablespoons cane sugar
2 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Microwave the raspberries, sugar & water until the raspberries start
to melt and boil. How long this takes depends on your microwave &
the temperature of your berries. My frozen raspberries took about 3
minutes in my microwave, but fresh raspberries will take less time.
Stir in the lemon juice & give the coulis a couple short pulses in a
processor to puree the fruit, but be careful not to overdo it as the
seeds will break up small enough to pass through the sieve which
will result in a gritty raspberry sauce.
Dawn Tinsley

Raspberry Coulis

